
Factsheets 
CMS ...........................................................................................................................................................  

Centralized Monitoring System  ..................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of the Centralized monitoring system and exceptions to the rules. 

Games of Chance ......................................................................................................................................  

Miscellaneous .......................................................................................................................................  

Card Jackpot Games  ....................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of Card jackpot games (also known as “Jokers Wild” and “Wild Card”) 
where a set of 52 playing cards and a joker are set face down, participants pick a card and 
win the jackpot if they pick the joker.   
Charity Housie ..............................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of Charity Housie which is essentially bingo for charities. 
Club Bingo ....................................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of club bingo. 
Football Doubles ..........................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of football doubles, a game where players purchase a random 
number and they win if their number corresponds to that of the numbers on the football 
jersey of the scorers of the first two try scorers.  
Gaming Nights ..............................................................................................................................  
Since Casino style gaming nights are restricted this runs through what is allowed and what is 
restricted during a lawful gaming night. 
Lucky Envelopes Chocolate Wheels .............................................................................................  
Lucky envelopes are games of chance in which participants win a prize if they expose a 
hidden number that is the same as a winning number displayed on a chart at the point of 
sale. Chocolate wheel is when participants are sold a number that corresponds with 
numbers on a wheel. The wheel is spun and the person holding the number the wheel lands 
on wins a prize. 
Mini Numbers ..............................................................................................................................  
Runs through Mini Numbers rules, a game where players choose a small set of numbers 
from a large set of numbers. If their numbers are drawn they win. 
Poker Tournaments .....................................................................................................................  
Outline the rules for running poker tournament 
Social Housie ................................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of social housie which is just bingo. 
Sweeps Calcuttas .........................................................................................................................  
Outlines the rules of sweeps which is when people buy into a game of chance and the 
winner wins the prize lot. 
Tipping Competitions With Entry fees .........................................................................................  
A game where players pool the money and points are rewarded for correct predictions of 
sporting matches and the player with the most points wins the prize pool. 

Lottery ...................................................................................................................................................  

Art Unions  ...................................................................................................................................  
Outlines the rules to running an Art union, which is just a lottery where the prize value 
exceeds $30,000.  

http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/gaming-machines/fs3022-cms-and-connectivity-arrangements.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3084-card-jackpot-games.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3013-charity-housie.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3035-club-bingo.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/Football%20doubles%20fact%20sheet.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3095-gaming-nights.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3085-lucky-envelopes-chocolate-wheels.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3093-mini-numbers.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3001-poker-tournament.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3088-social-housie.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3096-sweeps-calcuttas.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3002-tipping-competitions-with-entry-fees.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3025-art-unions.pdf


Consumers and trade promotion lotteries ..................................................................................  
It’s a free entry lottery aim to promote goods or services.  
Gratuitous Lotteries .....................................................................................................................  
It’s a lottery in which participation is free in which entry is gain as a result of attending an 
event usually for charity.  
No-Draw Lotteries ........................................................................................................................  
Outlines No-Draw Lotteries rules which is just a scratch Lottery for charity. 
Progressive lotteries ....................................................................................................................  
It’s a lottery where the draws take place across various dates. 
Trade Promotion Lotteries ...........................................................................................................  
It’s a free entry lottery aim to promote goods or services.  

Raffles ...................................................................................................................................................  

Raffles ..........................................................................................................................................  
A raffle is a lottery where the total prize value does not exceed $30,000 
Promotional raffles in registered clubs ........................................................................................  
A promotional raffle is when no or minimal profit is made from the raffle and can only be 
hosted by a registered club 

Two up ..................................................................................................................................................  

Two-up Factsheet ........................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of running a game of Two-up 
Two-up Rules ...............................................................................................................................  
Runs through the rules of two-up 

Harm Minimization Rules.........................................................................................................................  

Gaming Machine Harm Minimization ..........................................................................................  
Runs through harm minimization law such as display of signage, contact cards and 
information brochures. Locations of gaming machines and ATMs.  

LIAs ............................................................................................................................................................  

LIAs ...............................................................................................................................................  
This fact sheet describes the Local Impact Assessment scheme (LIA), which helps assess the 
impact of introducing additional gaming machines into a Statistical Area 2 (SA2). 
Preparing LIAs ..............................................................................................................................  
This document provides guidance to individuals and organisations on making a submission 
to an application by a hotel or registered club to increase its gaming machine threshold 
(GMT), where the increase requires a Local Impact Assessment (LIA) involving community 
consultation. 
LIA Class 1.....................................................................................................................................  
Runs through Class 1 LIAs and how they work 
LIA Class 2.....................................................................................................................................  
Runs through Class 2 LIAs and how they work  

License Checklist .......................................................................................................................................  

Club License checklist ..................................................................................................................  
Self-audit checklist for clubs to make sure their venue complies with liquor laws. 

Liquor Laws ...............................................................................................................................................  

http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/gofc_fs_consumers_trade_promo_lotts.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3094-gratuitous-lotteries.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/gofc_fs_no_draw_lotteries.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3091-progressive-lotteries.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3014-trade-promotion-lotteries.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3089-raffles.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3090-promotional-raffles-registered-clubs.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/fs3098-two-up-factsheet.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/competitions/two_up_rules.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/law-and-policy/fs3008-gaming-machine-harm-minimisation.pdf
https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/about-us/media/fs3138-local-impact-assessment-scheme-overview.pdf
https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/community-action/fs3104-how-to-prepare-a-lia-submission.pdf
https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/community-action/fs3115-class-1-local-impact-assessment.pdf
https://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/gaming-and-wagering/community-action/fs3105-class-2-local-impact-assessment.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/clubs/law-and-policy/cl1002-club-licence-self-audit-checklist.pdf


Liquor Law signs ...........................................................................................................................  
Runs through the mandatory signage licensed venues must have.  
Liquor License exemptions for nonprofit organizations ..............................................................  
Runs through liquor law exemptions for nonprofits (which includes clubs) 

Registered Clubs and the liquor law ............................................................................................  
Outlines key details registered clubs need to know about NSW liquor laws  

Statutory license conditions and requirements for a club license (registered club) ...................  
 
Dealing with disturbance complaints: guide for venues .............................................................  
Explains the best way to deal with disturbance complaints and build a good relationship with 
the patrons and the community 

Violent venues scheme ................................................................................................................  
Runs through the violent venues scheme which aims to regulate licensed premises with high 
level of violence.  

example ........................................................................................................................................  
Runs through the mandatory signage licensed venues must have. 

Three Strikes disciplinary scheme ................................................................................................  
Outlines the Three strikes systems for licensed venues where three breaches of the liquor 
act can lead to loss of license. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/liquor-licences/fs3078-liquor-law-signs-24-01-2017.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/liquor-licences/FS_exemption_fundraising_notProfit.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/liquor-licences/registered_clubs_and_the_liquor_laws_fact_sheet.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/liquor-licences/statutory_licence_conditions_and_requirements_club_licence_fact_sheet.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/community-action/fs3003-dealing-with-disturbance-complaints-guide-for-venues-fa.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/law-and-policy/fs3006-violent-venues-scheme.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/liquor-licences/fs3078-liquor-law-signs-24-01-2017.pdf
http://www.liquorandgaming.nsw.gov.au/Documents/liquor/law-and-policy/fs3015-three-strikes-disciplinary-scheme-fa.pdf

